
Installation Notes & Sequence for Vinyl Stencil Sets:

1. Clean and dry surface completely prior to installing stencil set. 

2. Mark the main axis and 90 degree axis lines to follow during panel layout
(shown as dashed, red or blue lines on the stencil set diagrams). Use a
non-permanent marking method.

3. Panels were shipped packed into subsets labeled P - Z (as needed). Panels
install in this sequence and follow the numbering scheme shown on the diagrams.

4. Align Panels carefully to the main and 90 degree axes, working from the center
out. Measure back to the axis lines to assure your layout is square and true.

5. Panels are labeled in the upper left corner. Subsets are labeled P - Z (as
needed) on the outside of each roll.

6. Panels are cut to an accuracy of +/- 1/16" each. Some field adjustments during
installation are normal.

7. Weed out the portion of the design to be decorated. Use some of the removed
material to bridge panel joints and strengthen the stencil. 

8. Use a roller along the line edges to assure best possible adhesion. 

9. On non-smooth surfaces with imperfect adhesion, remember that your
application method (such as rollers) may force material beneath the stencil edges.
Also remember that unsealed concrete can wick and spread. In most cases a
spray-on method is recommended to minimize bleed-under.

10. If micro-topping or painting, apply your decorative finish to form the lines of
the labyrinth design. After the material has set, carefully remove stencil and
discard.

11. Correct errors where the decorative finish may have bled beneath the stencil
panels. Apply sealant to preserve the decorative lines from wear and UV rays.

Note if the Stencil Set will be used for sandblasting the lines of the design:
Use sacrificial bricks along both edges of each line to control blowout of the stencil
vinyl.
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